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foreign policy on India's frontiers,, and even to maintain the
British Army in South Africa.
Of even greater lasting value was Romesh Butt's
analysis of the economic administration of India from the
beginning of the East India Company's rule. In his two
volumes of Economic History he traced the decline of
Indian industries during the early British rule under a deli-
berate policy to discourage such industries, so that India
might offer no competition to British products. He pointed
out that it was th& sole concern of the then rulers in the
economic field to develop India as a source of supply of
raw materials for British Industries. With the coming in
of steam power in Britain, this policy could be pursued
with ease, and even with a measure of respectability. Free
Trade was widely accepted in nineteenth century Britain as
a wholesome principle of International Commerce. In the
name of free trade, regardless of its suitability to Indian
conditions, the nineteenth century British rulers of India
threw open the manual industries of this country to unfair
competition with, the steam driven industries of England.
The volume of trade with England had no doubt increased,
but, as Romesh Dutt pointed out, taking into account the
nature of this trade, the fact of such increase did not reflect
the growing prosperity of India.
Another valuable result of Romesh Dart's analysis was
to focus attention on the annual drain from India in the
form of what was called "Home Charges." He pointed out
in his Economic History that while the land revenue of
India was 17i- millions in 1900-01, the Home Charges
amounted the same year to 17 millions. This meant, he
rightly concluded, that "an amount equivalent to all that is
raised from the soil, in all the Provinces of India, is
annually remitted out of the country as Home Charges. An

